AAA GNP Section Outstanding Dissertation Awards

1984 Susan Herhold Baskin. The Information Content of the Audit Report as Perceived by Municipal Analysts.


1987. None


Sharon Green. A Behavioral Investigation of the Effects of Alternative Governmental Budgeting Formats on Analysts’ Predictions of Bond Ratings.

Carol Lawrence. The Effect of Accounting System Type and Ownership Structure on Hospital Costs.

1990. None.


1993. None.


1995. None.

1996. None.


Sandra Richtermeyer. *Accounting Performance Measures and Executive Compensation in Nonprofit Organizations*.


1999. None.


2003. None.


2005. None.

2006. Patricia Derrick. *Accounting for Promises: The Impact of SFAS No. 116 on Charities*.


2010. None.

2011 So Yun Im. *The Effects of Funding Sources on Agency Costs in Not-for-profit Organizations*. 

2013 None.


2015 None.


2017 Orrin Swift. Effects of Board Composition on Pricing of Charity Care Among Nonprofit Hospitals.


2019 None.